Fidelity Enterprise
End to end asset
& spent management solution.
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Fidelity provides %20 cost advantage
by increasing operational efficiency.
Fidelity empowers companies by automating the full lifecycle of
assets and expenditures with advanced business management
modules & functions integrated on a single web-based platform.
Cut down on cost and return on investment within the first year
of implementation.

Manage critical assets that affect
compliance, risk, & business
performance.
With Fidelity, building an end-to-end asset and spend
management system is easy. Asset, budget, spend and
accounting data are no longer in separate systems.
A modular and scalable platform to manage the full
lifecycle of assets and expenditures with built-in budget,
demand, procurement and accounting processes,
Fidelity ensures compliance and proactive budget
control to build effective sourcing strategies.

Asset lifecycle management.
Acting as the core module, Asset Lifecycle Management
manages complete lifecycle of the asset portfolio
including fixed assets, inventory, IT equipment,
branches, ATMs, real estates, vehicles and consumables.
It helps companies to monitor and track all
assets, inventory, their classifications, calculations,
configurations, transfers, warranty periods and all
phases of the lifecycle, from purchasing to disposal
online.
Fixed assets and depreciation simulation, barcode
automation extension, multiple warehouse transfer
support are outstanding features of the core module.

Assests & fixed assests
management.
Fixed Assets and Depreciation Management supports
multiple depreciation schedules and easy to use cost
calculations. It also monitors leased assets and the
leasing lifecycle. The module automates accounting
entries for assets, including location changes and
depreciation calculations.

Demand management.
Demand Management enables monitoring of requests,
their prioritization, controls their conformity to internal
processes and provides an approval workflow and tools
for detailed analysis.
Centralized sourcing from a warehouse or redistribution
from location to location is also possible for meeting
product requests. Purchase requests are created using
self-service e-forms.

Procurement management.
Purchasing departments can now easily aggregate,
prioritize, and fulfill demands for both strategic projects
and day-to-day tasks. Purchases can be tracked for
budget targets at each stage of the process such as
planning, finalization, and realization. Planned versus
realized budgets can be monitored by business units.
Supplier portal creates a close ecosystem among
suppliers with automation of e-RFPs, collection and
evaluation of proposals, e-purchase orders, and einvoices.

Contract management.

Expense management.

Work effectively when it comes to managing contracts.
Fidelity Contract Management provides centralized
management of the contracts including product
specifications, prices, service level agreements,
warranty conditions, and special conditions.

Designed to manage all employee expenses more
effectively, companies can centrally track, actively
control and monitor various expenditures such as travel,
accommodation, training, food, advance payments, and
other expenses.

Supplier management.

With approval flows, related departments increase
spend visibility and reduce processing time and
reporting costs.

Supplier Management help companies manage all data
related to suppliers including contact information,
contracts, product and service catalog, price lists,
payments orders, invoices, and supplier performance
evaluation.
Fidelity ensures all purchases to be made in accordance
with supplier contracts reducing maverick spending that
are outside of the centralized purchasing process.

Budget control.
Fidelity Budget Control automates the full budgeting
lifecycle, including preparation of budgets for different
business units, their consolidation, and revisions.
Demands and purchases can be tracked according to
the budget during their planning, finalization, and
realization stages. Pre-defined budget types, items,
templates, price lists and models make it easy to form
budget projections. Moreover, Budget Control
facilitates preparation of project-based budgets and
expenditure budgets by business units.

Real estate management.
Fidelity provides centralized management, reporting,
and analysis for the real estates owned or leased by
companies. All data related to the real estate portfolio is
managed including lease contracts, insurance policies,
taxes, maintenance services and expenditures by
eliminating panelty risks.

Construction management.
Construction Services Management provides an
integrated and centralized platform for all parties
working on construction projects ensuring effective
collaboration and management. Together with the Real
Estate Management Module, it enables centralized
management of the end-to end lifecycle of real estates,
from construction to divestiture.
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